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Innovation Through Technology

How BIM Is Changing The Construction Industry

Have you heard about BIM? BIM stands
for “Building Information Modeling,” and
it’s a new trend in the construction industry
that has the potential to revolutionize not
only design, but procurement through
technology. At Wilson & Company, we’re
constantly striving to deliver more efficient
service to our clients.
Recently, a Wilson & Company
team toured ROJO Architecture’s (www.
rojoarchitecture.com) offices to better
understand BIM technology. ROJO likes
to describe BIM documentation as a virtual
building where the products for the building
are factored into a three-dimensional format,
in perfect scale with all their associated parts
and pieces. The software allows architects
and engineers to produce drawings to a
much higher level of accuracy. Their teams
can essentially build a computer version
of a full building by assembling all the
selected products (specified doors, windows,
plumbing fixtures, steel beams, etc.). Each
product is a three-dimensional object
downloaded from its specific manufacturer
that includes product information such as
color, model number, weight, and even local
suppliers.
You might be wondering why this is a
shift from the way we usually think about the
construction process. Historically, architects

have drawn buildings
nominally: a 2”x4” wood
stud on drawings is not
really 2”x4”, but is actually
1 Ω” x 3 Ω”. This type
of “nominal” discrepancy
occurs throughout a
set of construction
documents, leaving a fair
bit of opportunity for field
corrections during the
course of a project. Most
of the time, field issues are
resolved by the contractor Among other benefits, BIM software allows architects and
without need for significant engineers to produce drawings to a much higher level of accuracy.
In the mid-to-late 80s, architecture and
discussion. Sometimes,
engineering processes evolved from
the contractor needs to issue a request for
hand drawing 2D computer drawings to
information (RFI) to resolve or clarify the
computer-aided drafting (CAD) files. The
initial intent of the design. An extensive
conversion to CAD sped up the design
RFI process during construction may lead
process dramatically, and enabled changes to
to delays that impact the completion of the
project. BIM helps resolve these discrepancies be made quickly and efficiently. And by the
mid-to-late 90s, this evolution started to take
from the outset, and optimally, avoids an
on a third dimension—going from drawing
extensive RFI process during construction.
lines to drawing walls.
Another way BIM shifts our traditional
BIM is a natural extension of this
industry process is by minimizing project
revolution: finally reaching a point where it’s
waste. Contractors and subcontractors
possible to create the building virtually, with
usually need to allow for extra material on
exact dimensions, quantities, and positions
every portion of the project, because it’s
of various items. It is now possible to select
more efficient to have a little extra material
the exact toilet a client wants and place it
than it is to stop construction and wait
into the exact place on its designated wall—
for additional materials to be delivered
and for the plumbing engineers to show the
(not to mention the problem of additional
piping and connections needed to make sure
material being unavailable or out-of-stock).
the toilet operates correctly.
Material quantities are rarely guaranteed,
BIM also allows us to resolve conflicts
and this causes contractors to over-order
earlier, at the design stage where they are
based on estimates from hand-drawn
much easier to resolve than in the field
designs by the architect. BIM eliminates this
(where inefficiency adds costs to the budget
approximation when it is implemented into
and time to the schedule). It’s even possible,
the procurement and delivery process.
In short, we are in a truly exciting time in due to the accuracy of BIM, to release prior
technology for architecture and construction. to construction certain items that, in the
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BIM…

past, would need to be field-verified. This allows items to be built
earlier and made ready for installation once the construction schedule
allows.
As BIM is integrated into the construction delivery system, we
believe we’ll ultimately be able to construct buildings faster, and that
expenses will come down relative to total costs. Why? Because time is
money, especially in construction. A faster building is almost always a
less expensive building.
Another reason the widespread incorporation of BIM technology
could lead to lower costs is the impact of BIM on estimating.
Traditionally, owners have been unable to learn the total estimated
cost of a construction project until after the completion of the
construction document phase. If the drawings indicate the project
will be over-budget, the owner has difficult decisions to make,
involving drawing revisions to add or remove features of the project.
BIM allows the construction team of architects, engineers, and

contractors to provide more valuable information to the owner
much earlier in the construction process. In fact, most of the time, a
contractor can provide a very accurate construction cost estimate at
about 40% of completion of BIM documents. This allows the owner
to make better decisions at a point where they are not prohibitively
expensive or significantly impacting the project schedule.
At Wilson & Company, we believe in learning and participating
in the future of construction, and we’re committed to being at the
forefront of new technologies—such as BIM—that have the potential
to continually improve our clients’ experience and the construction
process. Stay tuned in our next newsletter for a further update on
how this project integration may affect the construction teams of the
future—and the possible return of The Master Builder!
Starting right, building well and finishing strong is part of
our Wilson & Company culture. This is how “We Build Client
Satisfaction.”®
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San Antonio, Texas. This is Wilson &
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